Impact. Guaranteed.

EXECUTIVE SEARCH FOR

Chief Executive Officer
for MCE Social Capital

“Where used intelligently with
benevolence and inventiveness,
finance can accomplish great things.
It is without a poor master, but what
a wonderful servant.”

Bertrand Badré, Can Finance Save
the World

Letter from MCE’s Current CEO
In December I concluded my tenth year as CEO of
MCE. I believe deeply in the work we are doing. I’m
so proud of the progress, dignity and hope that
we have helped people achieve in their lives and
communities. The CEO job is compelling, and I love
the intellectual challenges it regularly dishes up.
And getting to know the people who support MCE
and meeting many beneficiaries of our work have
been among the most gratifying experiences of my
life.
That said, the 10-year mark is a great time for MCE
to move to new leadership with new ideas and
experience that will strengthen the organization.
Much as I love serving as CEO, I think it is important
to leave room for MCE to grow and change. I am
therefore very excited to support the search for
MCE’s next CEO, which will allow me to focus
entirely on my role as MCE’s Board Chair.
I am so proud of MCE has accomplished and remain
as committed to MCE as ever. This is simply the
logical next step in the growth and maturation of
the organization. We recently crossed the $200
million mark in loan disbursements and have our
deepest, strongest team ever -- so it is a good time
to pass the torch! I am wholeheartedly committed

to a smooth and disciplined transition of CEO
responsibilities and intend to hand my successor
the strongest possible organization, poised to
achieve even greater things.
On behalf of the Board, I invite you to review the
attached and consider your potential to serve as
the next CEO of MCE. If you are proven, respected
leader with strong international experience, a
track record of retaining and building an energetic
and committed team, a deep commitment to our
mission with the strategic ability to guide MCE’s
growth in a rapidly evolving global market, we
would be delighted to hear from you.
Sincerely,

Gary Ford
President & CEO
MCE Social Capital
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About MCE Social Capital
MCE Social Capital (MCE) is a nonprofit impact investing firm that uses a pioneering loan guarantee model
to generate economic opportunities for millions of people, particularly women, in more than 35 countries
throughout the developing world. We have experienced, dynamic, and passionate staff in San Francisco,
Barcelona, Washington, D.C., Denver, and Philadelphia.
Since inception in 2006, MCE has disbursed over $200 million in loans to 129 microfinance and small
businesses partners in over 45 countries, generating economic opportunity for more than 8.5 million people
living in poverty.

Vision

A world in which all people have the opportunity to improve their lives through access to knowledge,
resources, and capital.

Mission

We unlock capital to empower families living in poverty to build a better future.

Geographic Reach
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About the Model
MCE uses a pioneering loan guarantee model to generate economic opportunities for women and families
living in poverty throughout the developing world.
Philanthropic guarantees enable MCE to leverage the excellent credit of high net worth individuals and
foundations (our Guarantors) to borrow capital from U.S. and European financial institutions and accredited
investors.
MCE then strategically deploys this capital to two types of organizations that have gone through a
rigorous due diligence process executed by our highly skilled, multilingual portfolio team of investment
professionals:
• Microfinance Institutions (MFIs) that help people living in rural areas gain access to credit, savings
accounts, insurance, healthcare and health education, business education, and technical assistance.
• Small and Growing Businesses (SGBs) in the agriculture value chain, water & sanitation, and
renewable energy sectors, to create reliable jobs in rural economies, raise smallholder farmers’ income,
and address basic needs in underserved areas.
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About the Team

Leadership
MCE is currently led by Gary Ford, who will be retiring as
CEO later this year and who will continue as board chair.
Currently, MCE’s Board has thirteen board members.
Each board member has their own deep expertise
as well as skin in the game as a guarantor of MCE. In
addition to the typical (and vital) board committees
such as Audit, Operations, Board Affairs, and ad hoc
committees, MCE has two active committees focused on
capital allocation and risk management; the MFI Loan
Committee and the SGB Loan Committee. These two
loan committees approve all outbound capital allocation
(loans) for MCE.
MCE’s senior management team is comprised of a
general counsel and three managing directors, each
of which have 10 or more years of experience in
their respective areas of expertise. In addition, MCE’s
investment team includes six expert portfolio managers
and analysts with decades of experience in the field.
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About our Impact

About our Partners
MCE partners with a number of international organizations, financial institutions, foundations and other
entities to support its mission including:

In addition to the partners listed above, MCE’s portfolios are supported by a community of 100+ individual
and foundation Guarantors:
• MFI Portfolio Guarantors
• SGB Portfolio Guarantors
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Financials, Track Record, and Growth
As of December 30, 2019, MCE’s total active portfolio (MFI and SGB lending) totalled $62m, comprised
of over 100 loans to 62 institutions operating in more than 35 countries. MCE has over $5.6 million in
net assets and over $130 million in philanthropic guarantee commitments off balance sheet. 2018 and
2019 were MCE’s strongest years ever in terms of portfolio disbursements, Guarantor recruitment, and
investment note sales. In February 2020, MCE received a $3.67 million grant, the largest grant in its history,
from the Deutsche Bank Microcredit Development Fund (DBMDF), with the purpose of fueling the growth of
its SGB portfolio.
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Geographic Diversification 2019
Total Portfolio (MFI + SGB) and total diversification by country within each region:
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Track Record
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The Opportunity

MCE’s CEO role is an exceptional
opportunity to build on MCE Social
Capital’s strong foundation and track
record, and to take its reputation,
partnerships, portfolio growth, and
impact to the next level.
Working with a dedicated team with their own deep
expertise, the new CEO will provide leadership
to manage daily operations and execute MCE’s
strategy to meet the demand for MCE’s capital and
increase MCE’s visibility as a leader in its field.
Since its first loan over 14 years ago, MCE has
raised and deployed over $200 million, supporting
economic opportunity for more than 8.5 million
direct beneficiaries, benefiting mainly women living
in underserved rural areas of developing countries.
Joining an organization with a long history in impact
investing, an innovative culture, and an extensive
network of existing partners (guarantors, lenders,
and investors), the CEO will be well-positioned
to take MCE to the next level. S/he will need to
develop new partnerships, lead MCE’s efforts to
diversify and strengthen sources of funding, and
provide both operational and strategic leadership:
all targeted at serving MCE’s mission of empowering
millions of people living in poverty.
The CEO will report to the Board of Directors and
will be responsible for overseeing a growing team
of professionals. Currently, MCE is comprised of 17
team members including 4 direct reports, plus a
network of advisors.
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Principal Responsibilities
The CEO has overall operational and strategic responsibility for MCE’s staff, portfolios, finances, operations,
external engagement, and fulfillment of its mission. A successful candidate will have the skills and
experience to balance MCE’s financial sustainability, social impact and overall risk in the short- and midterm, while also possessing the ability to look ahead and guide MCE’s long-term growth in a rapidly evolving
global market.
External Engagement & Partnership
Development
• Serve as lead representative and spokesperson
for MCE.
• Build and promote MCE’s brand, reputation,
and leadership in the fields of impact investing
and international development.
• Attend conferences and convenings to foster
recognition of MCE’s leadership in the field.
• Cultivate and expand relationships with
existing stakeholders and partners with a focus
on MCE’s community of 200+ guarantors and
investors.
• Develop and execute an external engagement
plan to cultivate, identify, develop and nurture
new, high-value relationships.
• Oversee and contribute substantially to
the closing of mission-aligned investments,
guarantee commitments, and grant funding to
ensure MCE’s financial sustainability.
• Lead the introduction of additional investment
product(s) to attract support and scale MCE’s
portfolio growth.
Strategy and Governance
• In alignment with MCE’s Board-approved
strategy, champion and lead a vision of
forward momentum, encouraging innovative
ideas that will advance MCE’s mission.
• Harness passion for new ideas and operational
improvements into a regular cadence of longrange strategic planning that aligns direction,
people, and resources.
• Guide and maintain transparent
communication channels with the Board and
staff, ensuring effective engagement and
collaboration.

• Partner with the Board to continually advance
good governance, looking for opportunities
to strengthen, clarify, and streamline MCE
practices.
• Ensure compliance with legal and audit
guidelines, as well as Board policies.
• Provide informative, timely and accurate board
reports including updates on key performance
metrics.
Organizational Leadership and Performance
Management
• Build upon and maintain a cohesive MCE
culture that embodies an appreciation for a
strong and disciplined work ethic, humor, and
deep compassion for fellow colleagues and
partners.
• Lead in MCE’s ability to recruit, retain, and
develop top talent that can execute on
delivering both financial results and deep
social impact.
• Mentor and personally lead MCE’s senior
management team. Currently, the senior
management team includes the Chief
Investment Officer (CIO), the Chief Financial
Officer (CFO), the Chief Business Development
Officer (CBDO), and the General Counsel (GC).
• Partner with the CBDO and Board to ensure
the successful execution of stakeholder
stewardship and business development
activities.
• Partner with the CIO and Loan Committees to
ensure the successful deployment of capital in
service to MCE’s mission.
• Partner with the CFO and the Operations/
Finance and Audit Committees to ensure the
successful management of MCE’s finances,
lender relationships, and internal operations.
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Candidate’s Profile
Personal Qualifications
• Deeply committed to MCE’s mission.
• Highest level of integrity, intellectually and personally honest. Holds self and team to highest standards
of performance and personal behavior.
• Positive reputation in social Impact sector and/or ability to develop reputation and MCE brand.
• Leadership skills to retain and build MCE’s talented, energetic and committed team.
• Communication skills and charisma to recruit and retain financial supporters, including both
institutional and individual guarantors, investors, lenders, and donors.
• Financial savvy in investment concepts, products and models. Experience with investment funds and
similar vehicles a plus.
• Respectful and caring toward all stakeholders, including end beneficiaries, partners, supporters, staff,
and board. Good and appropriate sense of humor.
• Ten years relevant experience, preferably including one or more years working in developing countries.
• Willingness to locate in San Francisco Bay Area is a plus.
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Expression of Interest

Koya Leadership Partners, part of Diversified Search Group, has been engaged by the MCE Social Capital
to advise on this pivotal CEO leadership hire. Leading the search is Nicole Kamaleson, Managing Director of
the Global Practice, Michelle R.S. Bonoan, Managing Director, West Coast. Supporting the search as strategic
advisor is Michael Sarnoff, Managing Director, Financial Services Practice at Diversified Search.
If you have recommendations for suitable and potentially interested individuals, please let us know by
adding them to our talent portal here.
Should this be of interest to you personally, please submit your expression of interest and application here.
Your completed application will include both a compelling cover letter (addressing motivation and suitability
per the role specifications) and your CV/resume. Only completed applications will be presented to the
client.

MCE Social Capital is an equal opportunity employer. All qualified applicants will receive consideration for
employment without regard to race, color, religion, gender, sexual orientation, national origin, disability status,
protected veteran status or any other characteristic protected by law.

About Koya Leadership Partners
Koya Leadership Partners, a member of the Diversified Search Group, is a leading executive search and
strategic advising firm dedicated to connecting exceptionally talented people with mission-driven clients.
Our founding philosophy—The Right Person in the Right Place Can Change the World—guides our work
as we partner with nonprofits & NGOs, institutions of higher education, responsible businesses, and
social enterprises in local communities and around the world.
Koya is an equal opportunity employer fully committed to creating an environment and team that
represents a variety of backgrounds, perspectives, styles, and experiences. We encourage all to apply
because we believe a diversity of voices leads to better discussions, decisions, and outcomes for
everyone.
For more information about Koya Leadership Partners, visit www.koyapartners.com.
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